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Abstract 

Talent agency represents a very important role for talents. In order to be well known, 
those talents must increase their chances of exposure through the talent agency. Except the 
function of the agency as a middleman bridging buyers and suppliers, the talent agency also 
focus on creating capabilities for talents in order to acquire extensive opportunities for 
performing, so that the talent agency can obtain more profits. In recent years, the structure of 
the talent agency changes gradually, it integrates vertically forward and backward of the 
value chains in entertainment industry which is production, agency and the media. We 
assume that the level of vertical integration will affect the talent agency to create the added 
values for talents. 

This paper draws on social network perspective to interpret the network of the talent 
agency in entertainment business. We analysis the resource configurations of the talent 
agency by scrutinizing four talent agencies in Taiwan; and further, classifying them by highly 
and less vertical integration in order to find out which one can provide more added values for 
talents. Finally, we conclude that the talent agency with highly vertical integration can 
provide more added values for talents, and offer several suggestions for talents to choose the 
best talent agency for their career development.  
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Introduction 
 

Talent agency represents a very important role for talents. In recent years, entertainment 
used to be a great job field for younger whom look forward to be talents. For these younger to 
show their talents, there are more programs have been opened, therefore more new talents are 
appearing in the entertainment. In order to be well known, those talents must increase their 
chances of exposure through the talent agency. So the talent agency plays an important role. 

In Taiwan, the talent agent has emerged from 1970s in the show field. At that time, the 
most of talent agents had the background of the gang. Although they understood all about the 
show field, they just only arranged the time of the show field, not including the promotion. In 
addition, they got their profit by getting 10% from each show. 

Since the middle of 1980s, the entertainment industry and the stage of performance in 
Taiwan have been changed from the show field to the television, hence the talent agency 
operated. Furthermore, their conception also changed, they not only just wanted to be a 
broker, but also an investor. In order to achieve this conception, the talent agents used two 
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years to persuade and accumulate their honor. Finally, the talent agency industry in Taiwan 
moved towards to institutionalization, and has been lead the whole entertainment. However, 
talent agency situates the central position in the entertainment, where converges the 
information and talents. If the talent agency can use their advantage to match the talents and 
productions, they will be the key to impulse the entertainment rising and flourishing. 

In recent years, the developments of video technology such as the cable TV, Internet, 
and digitization have changed the value chain of the entertainment, and have tended to 
conglomerate and integrate vertically. With this trend, the structure of the talent agency also 
changes gradually, it integrates vertically forward and backward of the value chains in 
entertainment industry, which are production, agency and the media. 

Drawing on the Yeh. Y. W. (2002) researched on the investment process of human 
capital for the entertainment agency industry in Taiwan, the vertical integration of talent 
agency in Taiwan can be separated into three kinds: integrating agency and production, 
integrating agency and the media, and integrating the media and production. First, the large-
scale entertainment corporations are integrate agency and production, it can be divided into 
two types, one is built up from a production company, then set up the agent department; the 
other one is contrary. Second, integrating agency and the media appeared from the early 
terrestrial televisions, the television stations had their own talents, but it limited the 
development of the talents, thus the independent agencies have been emerged. Last, the KTV 
conforms the music production company is the kind of integrating the media and production. 
In this study, we focused on the independent talent agency and the agency, which integrates 
agency and production.  

Specifically, our study examined whether the level of vertical integration will affect the 
talent agency to create the added values for talents. Based on the social network theory, we 
analyze the resource configurations of the talent agency by scrutinizing four talent agencies 
in Taiwan; and further, classifying them by highly and less vertical integration in order to 
find out which one can provide more added values for talents. 

Theoretical Considerations 
The talent agency plays an essential role in the entertainment due to they controls the 

most important factor in this domain, the talents. Moreover, the entertainment can be seen as 
a complicate social network, and the talent agency situates the central position in this network, 
hence to increase chances of exposure for talents, it is important for them to build the good 
relationship with others.  

Social Network Theory is a social science concept that discusses the connection and 
relationship in a social structure, that is, a set of nodes or actors are connected by a set of 
social relationships and ties (Brass, 1992). These nods can be roles, individual persons, 
organizations, or industries. And ties may be based on conversation, affection, friendship, 
kinship, authority, economic exchange, information exchange, or anything else that forms the 
basis of a relationship.  

The relationship in the network can be separated into the strong and weak namely strong 
ties and weak ties. With strong ties, the interaction gives person a stronger relation with each 
other. Granovetter (1973) mentioned that strong ties show some key characteristics between 
the parties of the relationship, such as frequent interaction, extended history, intimacy and 
sharing, reciprocity in exchanges that allow for mutual confiding, and trust-based 
interactions. 

In contrast, the weak ties mean that the relationship between each other in the network is 
remote. Nevertheless, Granovetter (1973) proposed “the strength of weak ties”; he argued 



that weak ties are crucial whenever information is diffused through social interaction because 
these ties provide bridges between densely knit clusters of social structure.  

The entertainment in Taiwan is a complicate social network. This network can be 
divided into three sorts, the entertainment content provider, the entertainment broker, and the 
entertainment service provider. The entertainment content provider is the productions, 
including the production of drama, variety and album. And the entertainment broker means 
the independent agency, where converges talents and information, and moreover, the 
platform to trade. Then, the entertainment service provider is the media, such as the television, 
the broadcasting and the movie etc.  

Prior research shows that the agency industry in Taiwan has been integrated vertically 
production, agency and the media. In this study, we focused the independent talent agency 
and the agency, which integrates agency and production, on account of that the company, 
which integrates agency and media, and which integrates production and media are less and 
less. 

Figure1 The Integration of the entertainment industry in Taiwan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Taiwan, the most of large-scale entertainment corporations are highly vertical 
integration, which integrate production and agency. These can be separated into two types: 
one is that there has the department of agency under the parent company, and the production 
companies are the subsidiaries; the other one is contrary. However, the agency provides the 
talents to show in the programs which products by the production company, hence the talents 
have the steady platforms to expose. In this kind of corporation, the relationship between 
production and agency is belong to strong ties, that is, very tight, long-term, reciprocal, 
frequent interaction, and the information flows fast.  

The talents in the independent talent agency are not like the talents the foregoing said 
that have the steady programs to expose, but they have their chances to expose by the 
relationship that have been connected by the agency. In this kind of agency, the relationship 
between production and agency is belong to weak ties, that is, short and floating. But 
according to the strength of weak ties, because the agency has the ties with many types of 
production, so the talents can gain more chances.  

In summery, according to social network theory, the independent talent agency and the 
entertainment corporation, which integrates production and agency, have their own capability 
and advantage. We therefore addressed the contrast between the independent and the 
entertainment corporation in form of a research question. 

RQ1: The independent talent agency and the entertainment corporation, which one can 
provide the more added values for the talents? 
 

Measure 

Entertainment 
Content Provider 

The production of 
dramas, variety 
and album. 
 
 

Entertainment 
Broker 

The independent 
talents agency. 

 
 

Entertainment 
Service Provider  

As television, mo-
vie, broadcasting 
etc. 



 
There are many agencies in Taiwan, from the large-scale entertainments to the 

independent agencies. In this study, we used case study, choosing four agencies to analyses, 
on account of in these four have the most popular hosts, talents and actors in Taiwan. 
Moreover, these four agencies represent two types: the entertainment corporation which 
highly vertical integrates agency and production and the independent agency. Gin Star 
Entertainment Corporation and Beste Group Communication Corporation are stand for the 
former, and Key Stone Communication Corporation and Idson Communication Corporation 
are the latter. 
 
Case Introduction 
Gin Star Entertainment Corporation 

Gin Star Entertainment Corporation was established in1979. Its predecessor is Fu Long 
Production Corporation, which was one of the most experienced production corporations in 
Taiwan, and was major in producing the feature of the singers in TV. In 1996, the production 
company restructured to Gin Star Entertainment Corporation, which has been led by Wei 
Chung Wang until now. In addition, there are other production companies, television 
company and the entertainment corporation under the Gin Star Entertainment Corporation, 
the programs that they produce include the types of variety, singing, talk show and the drama.  

Since the last 1990s, Wang has been started the agency undertaking except the 
production. He set up the department of agency under the Gin Star Entertainment 
Corporation and was separated into first and second department of agency. 

 
Beste Group Communication Corporation 

Beste Group Communication Corporation was established in 1978, starting from the 
production of the programs. Before establishing the corporation, the manager has already 
entered in the entertainment. At the initial stage, he was major in writing and producing the 
dramas, and then started to product the variety programs. Until now, the types of the 
programs, which produce by the company, are extended, including the news report, social 
cultural, game show and tourism. Furthermore, the corporation also has started to product the 
drama from 2002. And then, they also manage the agency, and have the department of 
agency under the corporation, which is named Atime. Now the Beste Group Communication 
Corporation has the department of marketing planning, program and the agency. 
 
Key Stone Communication Corporation& Idson Communication Corporation 

Key Stone and Idson are not like the Gin Star or the Beste Group that have been 
established for a long time, these two are just built up about 10 years, and are major in the 
agency. We just introduced that when establish and the management objects of the 
corporations here, and the following, we will analyses them.    

Key Stone Communication Corporation was established in 1996. The main undertakings 
of the corporation are agency, integrated marketing communications, public relations and 
planning. Nevertheless, in this study we just focused on the agency, therefore, the KeyStone 
is belong to an independent agency. The affairs of the agency are to shape the image for the 
talent, to plan the career of the talent, to agent and promote the talent.  

The other one, Idson Communication Corporation was established in 1997, the main 
undertakings of the corporation are the agency and the planning of the evening party. 

 
Analysis 



  
We analyses the amount of the talents, show fields, and others management projects 

under the four corporations to know the development status of them. Furthermore, to figure 
out what kind of the talent agency can provide more added values, development of spaces 
and the better plan for the talents. 

 
Gin Star Entertainment Corporation 

Gin Star Entertainment Corporation began from the production company, hence they 
have many experiences on producing programs, now in Taiwan, there are 12 programs on the 
air are produced by Gin Star, including the talk show, the variety, singing show, and drama. 

Apart form production, under the department of the talent agency in Gin Start now have 
43 talents. There are 18 female and 15 male in the first department of agency, including the 
popular talents in Taiwan. Their fields cross host, drama, advertising, variety, singing, stage 
play, broadcasting, dubbing, writing, and activities. And in the second department of agency, 
most of talents are new, including 5 female talents and 5 male talents.  

In recent years, Gin Star Entertainment Corporation has dedicated in finding out the new 
talents, who have the potential by producing the program such as Million Star, a program that 
compete on singing. Furthermore, increasing their exposure by the programs, which produce 
by themselves. Thus most of the talents in Gin Star are rising and showing in the programs 
that produce by the corporation.  

Besides, the manager, Wei Chung Wang also calls the important figures in the 
entertainment embrace actors, hosts, models and the producers behind the scenes to compose 
of the A-list, giving the young who wants to be the talent not only a platform to learn but also 
the connection with the entertainment. 

 
Beste Group Communication Corporation 

As the Gin Star, Beste Group Communication Corporation also began from the 
production company, but the most of programs they produce are variety. Now, there are three 
varieties are on air. 

 Atime is the department of agency in the Beste Group Communication Corporation. In 
the Atime, there are 16 talents, 10 female and 6 male, including the senior hosts in Taiwan. 
Their fields cross the host, drama, advertising, variety and singing, and most of them are 
show in the programs that produce by the corporation. 

 For the Beste Group, the agency not only finds out and trains the talents, but also 
coordinate with the programs, which produce by themselves to promote the talents. 
 
Key Stone Communication Corporation 

The Key stone was began from the talents agency hence their main objet is agent. There 
are 24 talents, 14 female and 10 male under the Key Stone, and most of them are already 
have the experience previously. Their fields cross the host, drama, advertising, variety, 
singing, stage play, movies, and writing. The agency urges that the development of the talent 
depends on his/her capability, but the main domain of the agency is drama.  

In order to increase the exposure for talents, the boss and the agents have been dedicated 
to build up the relationship with the producers behind the scenes since the beginning of the 
corporation; therefore, the agency brokers the talents by the social network in the 
entertainment.  
 



Idson Communication Corporation 
Idson Communication Corporation is also an independent agency. There are 34 talents 

under the Idson, 15 female and 19 male, and their fields cross the host, drama, advertising, 
variety, singing and activities, moreover, the most of talents are variety talents, who usually 
appear in the every kinds of programs. Since the beginning, the corporation has built up their 
social network in the entertainment. Besides, the corporation also wants to develop the 
planning of the evening party to increase the chances for the talents, but in this study, we 
didn’t discuss this part.   

In summary, the former analysis shows that the highly integration, namely belong to the 
strong ties entertainment corporation, such as Gin Star and Beste Group, they prefer to that 
the talents expose frequently in the programs, which are produced by themselves, especially 
the new talents. In account of that new talents have not been positioned, they can accumulate 
their repute by showing in the programs. Besides, the talent who doesn’t have the outstanding 
works in his/her own field also can be remembered by exposing in the programs. 

Furthermore, both these two corporations offer to find out the potential new talents by 
the programs that produce by themselves, such as Million Star. Particularly the Gin Star, they 
also create the large-scale training class to provide a platform for the younger, who want to 
be the talents to cultivate their own capability. Then by the multiple programs under the 
corporation, every type of the talents may have the field to expose.   

In contract to the highly integration corporation, the independent talent agencies should 
build up good relationship with every productions in the entertainment, namely have the 
weak ties with others. The exposure of the talent depends on the relationship that builds by 
the agency, if they make the ties as many as possible, the talents can have more chances. 
Differ from the former corporation, the independent talent agency prefers that the talents 
already have their own capability, more, the experience. For the independent talent agency, 
their main project is to broker and shape the image.   
 

Conclusion 
 

Drawing on the social network theory, both the strong ties and the weak ties have their 
own strength. Although Granovetter claimed that “the strength of weak ties” may have more 
strength, but in our study, we found that in the entertainment, the strong ties have more 
advantages. According to our analysis, the highly integration, that is the strong ties of the 
corporation can increase more added values for the talents, not only to broker, but also 
provide the steady performance platform for talents. Over and above, they also give the 
talents training to gain their own capability.  

Our findings not only figure out the talent agency industry in Taiwan, but also provide 
the choice for the people who want to be the talent. It is important for them to choose the 
suitable talent agency, because of each talent agency provides different added value for the 
talents.  

In this study, we analysis the different types of the talent agency to figure out the talent 
agency industry in Taiwan. But according to agency theory, within the talents and the talents 
agency may also have the agency problem, even more between the agent and the corporation. 
Therefore, the future research can focus on the talent agency itself. 
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